
Registered Roses of Richard and Ruth Walsh 

Allyce (‘Wallyce’) Gr, pb, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers medium, very full, borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage large, medium green, matte; prickles regular, 
none, brown; growth bushy, tall (180 cm.) 
[Little Darling × Gavotte] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

 

Amelia (‘Walamelia’, ‘Walamel’, ‘100 Not Out’)  Gr, mp, 2010, 
Walsh, Richard; flowers 10 cm., full, borne mostly solitary, 
some clusters, slight fragrance; recurrent ; foliage medium-
size, medium green, semi-glossy; prickles hooked, moderate, 
pale green; growth upright, medium (1.2 m.); Bush 
[Pink Parfait × Harmonie] 
Introductions 2010 
Awards:  Bronze Medal Adelaide Trials, 2011 

Ashtongold (‘Walashtongold’) HT, yb, 2017, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 9 cm., dbl., borne mostly solitary, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, dark green, semi-glossy; 
prickles hooked, few, red; growth upright, short (1.4 m.) 
[New Kleopatra × Walpimonroe] 
Introductions 2017 

Autumn Kiss  (Walkiss’) Min, mp, 1994, Walsh, Richard 
Bruce; flowers medium salmon pink, medium, dbl., borne in 
small clusters, slight fragrance; foliage small, dark green, 
glossy; prickles few; medium, upright growth 
[Ginger Meggs × Avandel] 
Introductions: Fradee Nursery 

 

 

 

Autumn Morning (‘Walblysses’) Gr, op, 2017, Walsh, Richard 
& Ruth; flowers 11 cm., dbl., borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, dark green, semi-glossy; 
prickles hooked, numerous, red; growth upright, tall (1.65 m.); 
shrub 
[Bush Blaze × Ulysees] 
Introductions 2017 

Big Red Climber (‘Walbig’) Climbing Floribunda, rb, 2012, 
Walsh, Richard; flowers red blend, reverse white, 10 cm., semi-
dbl., borne in large clusters, slight fragrance; foliage medium-
siz, dark green, semi-glossy; prickles hooked, moderate, red; 
growth bushy, tall (2½ m.); climber 
[(Little Darling x Cardinal Hume) × (Little Darling x Cardinal 
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Hume)] 
Introductions 2012 

Bless You June (‘Walbless’, ‘The Governor’s Wife’) Gr, op, 
2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; flowers 11 cm., very full, borne 
in small clusters, moderate fragrance; foliage large, medium 
green, matte; prickles regular, few, beige; growth upright, 
medium (120 cm.) 
[Blessings × June Honey] 
Introductions 2017 

Blushing Pamela Ann (‘Walpam’) F, w, 2013, Walsh, 
Richard; flowers 7 cm., full, borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-siz, medium green, semi-glossy; 
prickles hooked, few, red/brown; growth upright, medium (120 
cm.); bush 
[Lady X × (Atlantis x Shocking Blue)] 
Introductions 2013 

Brush Strokes (‘Walparcher’) S, pb, 2017, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers medium, 7 cms, full, borne in small clusters, 
moderate fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, 
matte; prickles regular, few, red; growth upright, medium (1.45 
m.); bush 
[Pink Parfait × (Carefree Beauty x Golden Chersonese)] 
Introductions 2017 

 

Bushblaze (‘Walbushfire’) F, ob, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 9 cm., semi-dbl., borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage large, dark green, matte; prickles regular, 
few, beige; growth upright, medium (110 cm.) 
[Ginger Meggs × City of Leeds] 
Introudctions 2017 

 

Carefree Bouquet (‘Walcarebou’) F, w, 2015, Walsh, Richard 
& Ruth; flowers 7 cm., semi-dbl., borne mostly solitary, no 
fragrance; foliage medium , medium green, semi-glossy; 
prickles pointed, thin, few, green; growth shrubby , 80 cm. 
[Carefree Beauty × (Little Darling x Jardins de Bagatelle)] 
Introductions: Roses and Friends, 2015, Australia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Catherine Alison (Walcath’) F, pb, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 

Ruth; flowers 7 cm., very full, borne in small clusters, 

moderate fragrance; foliage medium-size, light green, semi-

glossy; prickles regular, few, pink; growth upright, tall (1½ m.); 

bush 

[Friesia × Red Ribbon] 

Introductions 2017 

 

 
Class (‘Walclass’) F, lp, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; flowers 
8 cm., very full, borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; 
foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; prickles regular, 
few, light red; growth upright, short (80 cm.) 
[Lenny × Old Yella] 
Introductions 2017 

 

Compassionate Friends (“Walfriends’) Gr, ly, 2000, Walsh, 
Richard; flowers 3 in., 6-14 petals, borne in small clusters, 
slight fragrance; foliage medium size, light green, semi-
glossy; prickles few; upright, tall growth 
[(Ginger Heggs × City of Leeds) × Gold Medal] 
Introductions: Fradee Rose Nursery 

 

Coral Poppy (‘Walpoppy’) HT, op, 2015, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers coral, 10 cm., full, borne mostly solitary, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, light green, glossy; prickles 
thin, pointed, straight, few, buff; growth upright, medium (120 
cm.) 
[Summer Queen × Casanova (Fryentice)] 
Introductions: Roses and Friends, 2015, Australia 

Coral Sparks (‘Walrazz’) Min, or, 2017, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 4 cms, semi-dbl., borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage small, medium green, matte; prickles 
regular, moderate, buff; growth procumbent, short; 
groundcover 
[Tiny Red × seedling] 
Introductions: 2017 

Custard Cream (‘Walremmy’) F, w, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 9 cm., dbl., borne in large clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, semi-glossy; 
prickles regular, numerous, beige; growth upright, medium 
(120 cm.) 
[Rise 'n' Shine × Flemington] 
Introductions: 2017 
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Darling Charlie (‘Walcharilie’) F, op, 2011, Walsh, Richard; 
flowers op, reverse cream, 7 cm., full, borne in small clusters, 
slight fragrance; foliage small, medium green, matte; prickles 
hooked, moderate, light red; growth upright, short (1.2 m.) 
[Eddie × Graham Thomas] 
Introductions 2011 

 

Dusky Moon (‘Waldusky’) S, m, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers mauve blend, reverse mauve, 9 cm., dbl., borne 
in small clusters, intense fragrance; foliage medium-size, dark 
green, matte; prickles regular, moderate, purple; growth 
bushy, medium (130 cm.) 
[Pat Austin × Blue for You] 
Introductions: 2017 

Eddie HT, mr, 2004, Walsh, Richard ; flowers medium red 
with yellow at petal base, 10 cm., full, borne mostly solitary, 
slight fragrance; foliage medium size, dark green, glossy, 
bronze when new; prickles medium, pointed; growth upright, 
tall (2 m.); garden; cutting 
[Living × Uwe Seeler] 
Introductions: 2003 

 
Fran (‘Walfran’) S, mr, 2017, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; flowers 
10 cm., dbl., borne in small clusters, moderate fragrance; 
foliage medium-size, dark green, semi-glossy; prickles 
hooked, moderate, red; growth upright, medium (1.6 m.); 
bush 
[Compassion × (Little Darling x (Samourai x Perfume 
Delight))] 
Introductions: 2017 

Gold Tut (‘Waltut’) MinFl, rb, 2017, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers 4½ cm., dbl., borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; 
foliage medium-size, light green, semi-glossy; prickles 
regular, moderate, light green; growth upright, tall (90 cm.); 
shrub 
[(New Kleopatra x (Route 66 x Pink Parfait)) × Hokey Pokey] 
Introductions: 2017 

Golden Flash (‘Walpimovione’) S, yb, 2015, Walsh, Richard 
& Ruth; flowers gold, orange striping, reverse same, 5 cm., 
single, borne mostly solitary, no fragrance; foliage medium , 
light green, glossy; prickles hooked, few, pink; growth 200 
cm. x 140 cm. 
[Pimprenelle × Delmovi] 
Introductions: Roses and Friends, 2015, Australia 
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Highland Sunshine (‘Walpimonroe’, ‘Moon over the Falls’) 
S, ly, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; flowers 11 cm., semi-dbl., 
borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, 
dark green, matte; prickles hooked, few, red; growth bushy, 
medium (1.2 m.) 
[Pimprenelle × Marilyn Monroe] 
Introductions: Roses and Friends, 2017, Australia 

 

Hot Red (‘Walfigured’) MinFl, or, 2017, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 6 cms, very full, borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; 
prickles hooked, moderate, green; growth upright, short (50 
cms); border 
[Tiny Red × Jazz Waltz] 
Introductions 2017 

Impulsive (‘Walpimovithree’) S, yb, 2015, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers yellow, orange margins, reverse same, 5 cm., 
single, borne mostly solitary, slight fragrance; foliage 
medium-size, medium green, glossy; prickles hooked, 
moderate, red; growth spreading, 200 cm. x 50 cm., short 
[Pimprenelle × Delmovi] 
Introductions: Roses nad Friends, 2015, Australia 

 
Jazz Waltz (‘Walone’) Min, m, 2015, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers mauve to purple, reverse white, 4 cm., dbl., borne in 
small clusters, slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium 
green, matte; prickles curved down, moderate, light brown; 
growth upright, medium (90 cm); bush 
[Route 66 × Figurine] 
Introductions: 2016 

June Honey (‘Waljune’) F, yb, 2012, Walsh, Richard; flowers 
7 cm., full, borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; foliage 
medium-siz, light green, semi-glossy; prickles hooked, few, 
buff; growth upright, medium (120 cm.); bush 
[Seduction × Honey Dijon] 
Introductions: 2012 

 

Jycinda Maree HT, lp, 2010, Walsh, Richard; flowers 7 cm., dbl., 
borne mostly solitary, slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, 
medium green, matte; prickles hooked, moderate, pink; growth 
upright, medium (1.2 m.) 
[Blessings × Jardins de Bagatelle] 
Introudctions: 2011 

 

 



Korea (‘Walkorea’) ClF, pb, 2017, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers lp, reverse dp, 8 cms, full, borne in small clusters, 
slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; 
prickles regular, few, brown; growth upright, tall (2.4 m.) 
[Tahlia × About Face] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

La Fillette (‘Wallafillette’) S, pb, 2014, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers white, pink stripes, reverse white, 9 cm., semi-
dbl., borne in large clusters, slight fragrance; foliage medium-
size, light green, semi-glossy; prickles hooked, numerous, 
grey; growth bushy, medium (130 cm.) 
[[Little Darling x (Samourai x Perfume Delight)] × [Fourth July 
x [Ginger Meggs x (Masquerade x Pink Parfait)]]] 
Introudctions: Roses and Friends, 2017, Australia 

Lemon Lexie (‘Wallexie’) HT, yb, 2010, Walsh, Richard; 
flowers yellow blend, reverse yellow, 10 cm., full, borne 
mostly solitary, intense fragrance; foliage medium-size, 
medium green, semi-glossy; prickles hooked, moderate, pink; 
growth upright, medium (1½ m.) 
[Little Darling × Gold Medal] 
Introductions: 2010 

Little Bushfire (‘Walom’) Min, rb, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers small, dbl., borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage small, medium green, matte; prickles 
regular, few, brown; growth upright, short (50 cm.); 
border/bush 
[Old Yella × Millie Walters ] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

Love It Pink (‘Walsofteddie’) HT, mp, 2017, Walsh, Richard 
& Ruth; flowers 12 cm., very full, borne mostly solitary, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, dark green, matte; prickles 
hooked, few, red; growth upright, medium (1½ m.); bush 
[Soft Merlot × Eddie] 
Introudctions: 2017 

 
Love Me (‘Wallove’) Min, w, 1994, Walsh, Richard Bruce; 
flowers creamy white, pink edge, medium, dbl., borne in 
small clusters, slight fragrance; foliage small, medium green, 
matte; prickles few; low, upright growth 
[Magic Carrousel × Old Master] 
Introductions: Fradee Nursery, 1992, Australia 
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Milk ‘n’ Honey (‘Walmilkyway’) S, ly, 2017, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 10 cm., full, borne mostly solitary, moderate 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, semi-glossy; 
prickles regular, few, brown; growth upright, tall (2 m.); bush 
[Blessings × Compassionate Friends] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mini Magic (‘Walmagic’) Min, yb, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 5 cm., dbl., borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage small, light green, semi-glossy; prickles 
regular, few, beige; growth spreading, short (34 cm.); border 
[Avandel × (Masquerade x Pink Parfait)] 
Introductions: Fradee Nursery, 1998, Australia,  

 

Miss Jane (‘Walbath’) F, pb, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers 9 cm., very full, borne in large clusters, intense 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; 
prickles hooked, moderate, buff; growth bushy, medium (1.1 
m.) 
[Scepter'd Isle × June Honey] 
Introductions: Roses and Friends, 2017, Australia 

Miss Wallace (‘Wally’) Min, yb, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 5 cm., dbl., borne mostly solitary, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; 
prickles hooked, few, brown; growth upright, medium (70 
cm.) 
[Old Yella × Millie Walters] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

 

Moon over the Falls (see ‘Highland Sunshine’) 

Now and Forever (‘Walsunflower’) HT, dy, 2016, Walsh, 
Richard; flowers yellow, deepening to orange, reverse yellow, 
11 cm., dbl., borne mostly solitary, slight fragrance; foliage 
medium-size, medium green, matte; prickles hooked, 
moderate, green, red tinge; growth spreading, medium (1½ 
m.) [New Kleopatra × (Pimprenelle x Delmovi)]; Introductions: 



Roses and Friends, 2017, Australia 
 

100 Not Out (see ‘Amelia’) 

Open Mind (‘Walsmoothmich’) HT, dp, 2017, Walsh, Richard 
& Ruth; flowers 12 cm., full, borne mostly solitary, moderate 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, semi-glossy; 
prickles hooked, moderate, beige; growth upright, medium 
(1½ m.); bush 
[seedling × Auckland Metro] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

 
Our Ruby (‘Walruby’) HT, rb, 2011, Walsh, Richard; flowers 
red blend, reverse cream, 15 cm., very full, borne mostly 
solitary, slight fragrance; foliage medium-siz, medium green, 
glossy; prickles narrow, moderate, light brown; growth 
upright, tall (1.75 m.) 
[Olde Fragrance × Playboy] 
Introductions: 2011 

 

 

 

 

Pamela’s Pink (‘Walpamela’) MinFl, mp, 2016, Walsh, 
Richard & Ruth; flowers 8 cm., full, borne in small clusters, 
slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; 
prickles regular, moderate, beige; growth upright, tall (75 cm.) 
[Tiny red × Old Yella] 
Introudcitons: 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pink Highlights (‘Walmonteddie’) HT, mp, 2017, Walsh, 
Richard & Ruth; flowers 12 cm., full, borne mostly solitary, 
slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, semi-
glossy; prickles hooked, moderate, beige; growth upright, tall 
(2 m.); bush 
[Montezuma × Eddie] 
Introductiopns: 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

Red Silk (‘Walsatin’) F, rb, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers 7 cm., full, borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; 
foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; prickles regular, 
few, brown; growth upright, short (1.1 m.) 
[Pink Parfait × Ruby Treasure] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

Rising Moon (‘Walpimoire’) HT, w, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 15 cm., dbl., borne mostly solitary, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; 
prickles hooked, few, light red; growth upright, medium (1.2 
m.); bush 
[Highland Sunshine × Memoire] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

 

Rising Passion (‘Walpassion’) F, w, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers white, reverse cream, 7 cm., very full, borne in 
large clusters, slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, light 
green, semi-glossy; prickles regular, moderate, red; growth 
upright, medium (1.3.m.) 
[Compassion × Rise 'n' Shine] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

Roma Blair (‘Walblair’) HT, pb, 2014, Walsh, Richard; 
flowers medium pink, reverse light pink, 7 cm., full, borne 
mostly solitary, slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, dark 
green, matte; prickles straight, few, cream to light brown; 
growth upright, medium (130 cm.) 
[Little Darling × Gavotte] 
Introductions: 2002 



Sally Michelle (‘Walsal’) HT, dp, 2011, Walsh, Richard; 
flowers 12 cm., full, borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; 
foliage medium-siz, medium green, matte; prickles hooked, 
moderate, red; growth upright, medium (1½ m.) 
[Samourai × Old Master] 
Introductions: 2011 

 

 
Samantha’s Dream (‘Waldream’) HT, ab, 2016, Walsh, 
Richard & Ruth; flowers 12 cm., full, borne mostly solitary, 
slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; 
prickles hooked, none, brown; growth upright, medium (1.2 
m.) 
[Eddie × Highland Sunshine] 
Introductions: 2017 

Say Cheese (‘Walcheese’) HT, ob, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers ob, reverse yb, 13 cm., dbl., borne mostly 
solitary, slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, 
semi-glossy; prickles hooked, few, red; growth upright, short 
(80 cm.); bush 
[Apricot Nectar × Walpimoire] 
Introudctions: 2017 

 

Sebastian (‘Waltrix’) MinFl, dr, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers 7 cm., full, borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; foliage 
large, dark green, matte; prickles regular, moderate, red; growth 
spreading, medium (70 cm.) 
[Tiny Red × Old Yella] 
Introductions: 2017 

 
Sincerely (‘Walsincerely’) LCl, pb, 2017, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers mp, reverse lp, 11 cms, very full, borne in small 
clusters, moderate fragrance; foliage large, medium green, 
matte; prickles regular, numerous, red; growth spreading, tall 
(2.5 m.); climber 
[Compassion × Sunstruck] 
Introductions: 2017 

Snowdrift (‘Walwhite’) F, w, 2017, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers 6 cms, dbl., borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; 
foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; prickles regular, 
few, green; growth spreading, short (70 cms.) 
[Carefree Beauty × Old Master x Angel Face] 
Introudctions: 2017 

 

 

 



So Sian (‘Waleyespy’) F, ob, 2014, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers orange blend, reverse white, 7 cm., semi-dbl., borne in 
small clusters, slight fragrance; foliage medium, medium 
green, matte; prickles curved down, numerous, green; growth 
upright, medium (130 cm.) 
[Blessings × Eyepaint] 
Introductions: Roses and Friends, 2015, Australia 

 
Soft Merlot (‘Walmerlot’) F, rb, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers red, reverse yellow, 10 cm., dbl., borne in small 
clusters, slight fragrance; foliage medium-size, dark green, 
semi-glossy; prickles hooked, moderate, red; growth upright, 
short (80 cm.) 
[New Kleopatra × Highland Sunshine] 
Introductions: 2017 

 
Springshow (‘Walshow’) S, mp, 2010, Walsh, Richard; 
flowers 5 cm., single, borne mostly solitary, no fragrance; 
foliage small, medium green, matte; prickles inclined, few, 
pink; growth bushy, medium (1½ m.) 
[Carefree Beauty × Poppy Flash] 
Introductions: 2010 

 

Star Rising (‘Walstar’) Min, ab, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers 4½ cm., single, borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage small, medium green, semi-glossy; prickles 
hooked, few, red; growth spreading, short (35 cm.) 
[Compassion × Rise 'n' Shine] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

Still Life (‘Wallife’) F, pb, 2015, Richard and Ruth Walsh; 
flowers bright pink, hand painted, reverse white, 9 cm., semi-
dbl., borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; foliage medium-
size, medium green, semi-glossy; prickles narrow, pointed, 
moderate, light red; growth bushy, medium (125 cm.); garden 
decoration 
[Seduction × (Ginger Meggs x City of Leeds)] 

Introductions: Bambina Rose NZ Ltd, 2015, New Zealand 

Summer Lovin’ (‘Walittlegold’) S, op, 2017, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 8 cm., full, borne in small clusters, no fragrance; 
foliage medium-size, dark green, semi-glossy; prickles 
hooked, few, brown; growth bushy, tall (2 m.) 
[Little Darling × seedling] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

 

 



Sweet Parfait (‘Walparfait’) Gr, mp, 2016, Walsh, Richard & 
Ruth; flowers 11 cm., full, borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; prickles 
regular, moderate, small; growth upright, short (110 cm.) 
[Pink Parfait × Sweet Sarah] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

 
Sweet Sarah (‘Walsarah’) Gr, dp, 2010, Walsh, Richard; 
flowers 7 cm., dbl., borne in small clusters, moderate 
fragrance; foliage large, dark green, matte, burgundy-colored 
when new; prickles triangular, moderate, light khaki; growth 
upright, medium (1.2 m.); Bush 
[Bridal Pink × Pink Silk] 
Introductions: 2010 

 
Tahlia (‘Waltahlia’) F, yb, 2010, Walsh, Richard; flowers 
yellow blend, reverse yellow, 7 cm., full, borne in small 
clusters, moderate fragrance; foliage large, medium green, 
matte; prickles triangular, few, light green; growth upright, 
medium (1.2 m.) 
[Gold Medal × (Nana Mouskourie × Old Master x Angel Face)] 
Introductions: 2010 

The Governor’s Wife (see Bless You June’) 

The Lifeline Rose (‘Walifeline’) F, rb, 2000, Walsh, Richard; 
flowers red, reverse white, large, full, borne in small clusters, 
slight fragrance; free-flowering; foliage medium size, dark 
green, semi-glossy; prickles numerous; compact, medium 
growth 
Introductions: Tim’s Garden Centre, 200 Australia 

 

Tiny Pearls (‘Walnic’) MinFl, w, 2017, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers 4 cms, full, borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; 
foliage small, medium green, semi-glossy; prickles none; 
growth upright, tall (1.1 m.); border 
[Rise 'n' Shine × Nicola Parade] 
Introductions: 2017 

 
Tiny Red ‘Walred’) Min, rb, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers 5 cm., semi-dbl., borne mostly solitary, slight 
fragrance; foliage small, dark green, semi-glossy; prickles 
regular, few, red; growth upright, medium (70 cm.) 
[Pink Parfait × Ruby Treasure] 
Introductions: 2017 

 

 



Trent (‘Waltrent’) MinFl, dr, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers 8 cm., very full, borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage large, dark green, matte; prickles regular, 
moderate, red; growth upright, tall (90 cm.) 
[Tiny Red × Old Yella] 
Introductions: 2017 

 
Troy (‘Waltroy’) MinFl, op, 2016, Walsh, Richard & Ruth; 
flowers coral, 8 cm., full, borne in small clusters, slight 
fragrance; foliage medium-size, medium green, matte; prickles 
regular, moderate, beige; growth upright, tall (80 cm.) 
[Tiny Red × Old Yella] 
Introdcutions: 2017 

 
Vanessa’s Gift (‘Walness’) F, m, 2011, Walsh, Richard; 
flowers 7 cm., full, borne in small clusters, intense fragrance; 
foliage medium-siz, light green, semi-glossy; prickles hooked, 
moderate, light brown; growth upright, medium (1½ m.) 
[Atlantis × Shocking Blue] 
Introductions: 2011 

 

Wollongong Gold (‘Walshine’) Gr, ly, 1997, Walsh, 
Richard Bruce; flowers light creamy yellow, flushed pink, 
1½-3 in., full, borne in small clusters, slight fragrance; 
foliage medium size, light green, semi glossy; low (1 m.) 
bushy growth 
[Violet Carson × Arizona] 
Introductions: 1997 
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